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Liberal Arts Lecture series
features four liberty scholars
by William Pepper
news editor
The 1981 College of Liberal Arts lecture
series will be held next Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 9 and 10. The series, entitled
"Liberty and Limits of the Law," will
feature four speakers, two on each day.
The lectures are designed to examine the
role of law in balancing the competing
social values of liberty, order and the public
good, according to Dr. Stephen Wainscott,
assistant professor of political science and
chairman of the lecture series.
The series will open on Feb. 9 at 3:30
p.m. with a speech by Michael Malbin, an
authority on constitutional law. Malbin's
lecture is titled "Religion, Liberty and the
Limits of the Law." He is currently a fellow
of the American Enterprise Institute in
Washington, D.C., and is the author of
"Religion and Politics: The Intentions of
the Framers of the First Amendment."
Malbin, an adjunct professor at Catholic
University, will lecture in place of Michael
Novak. Novak canceled his appearance after his appointment by the Reagan administration to represent the United States at a
human rights conference in Geneva,
Switzerland.
Thomas Szasz will deliver the second lecture on Monday at 7 p.m. Szasz will address
the topic of "The Jurist as Healer." A
native of Hungary, he has authored 17
books dealing with psychiatry and is cur-

On Monday and Tuesday four lectures which will examine the
role of law in balancing the competing social values of liberty, order
and the public good will be presented in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
Michael Malbin (top left), Thomas Szasz (top right), Alan Dershowitz
(lower left) and Matthew Perry (lower right) will participate in this
College of Liberal Arts lecture series.

rently a professor of psychiatry at the
Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse, N.Y.
Szasz, a leading critic of traditional concepts and treatments of mental illness, is cofounder of the American Association for
the Abolition of Involuntary Mental Hospitalization and a consultant for the Institute
for the Study of Drug Abuse.
Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz
will continue the series on Tuesday at 4
p.m. with his lecture entitled "The Couch,
the Cage and the Cat O' Nine Tails." Dershowitz, an advocate of human rights, served as the American attorney for Soviet
dissident Anatoly Shcharansky.
Dershowitz is an ardent defender of civil
liberties and an outspoken critic of the
American criminal justice system. He is
known for his scholarship and commentary
on such topics as bail reform, pre-trial
detention and criminal sentencing practices.
Matthew Perry, a federal district judge
for South Carolina, will conclude the series
at 7:30 p.m. when he speaks on "Stretching
the Limits: The Courts as Guardians of
Liberty." Perry, the first black federal
judge in the state, served as a judge on the
Military Court of Appeals before Jimmy
Carter appointed him to his present position in 1979.
The lecture series is funded in part by a
grant from the South Carolina Committee
for the Humanities, an agent of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Post office box rate increase delayed
by Holly Hamor
staff writer
University post office box rental rates
will not increase this semester, and students
who have paid the additional fee will receive
refunds, according to Student Body President Oscar Lovelace.
The increase was halted when Greenville
postmaster Jim Smith received legal counsel
advising him not to charge the additional
rental fees at the university post office and
to refund the money which had already
been collected. According to Lovelace,
Smith-then called university President Bill
L. Atchley and informed him of the decision.
Students who have paid the canceled fee
can receive refunds by presenting their

receipts at the university post office.
New proposal
Lovelace stated that student government
reviewed the alternatives which the university had rejected and discovered one which
it felt would be more efficient.
This alternative, which student government has proposed to the university, involves halting the post office's delivery to
academic and administrative buildings. The
delivery would be taken over by the university.
According to Lovelace, the proposal
would cause the box rental fees to increase
somewhat. However, he stated that the increase would be less than the rate the post
office had originally planned to charge.

Lovelace explained thai student government research has shown that one person
spending four to five hours per day could
pick up.and deliver all of the academic and
administrative mail, since the mail would
already be sorted by building at the post office.
Lovelace feels that this method would be
a less expensive alternative to raising student rates.
Student input
"[The new plan] is something students
will be consulted on," Lovelace said. He
explained that student government, together with Atchley and other administrators, expects to complete work on the plan
by July 1 in order to put it into effect next

fall.
Lovelace described Atchley as being
"supportive and interested" in the situation. "He's really been a big help," Lovelace continued, citing Atchley's prompt
response to the suggestion of an alternative
plan.
Student government sought legal counsel
last week to learn what legal recourse the
student body had in response to the fee increase. Lovelace stated that the lawyer he
spoke with felt that the students would have
had a strong case in a class-action suit had
the post office gone through with the increase.
Lovelace commented, "You never know
what can happen when you get a lot of
students behind you."

No desegregation plan formulated yet
see related story/page 3
by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
The steering committee formed to review
the federal desegregation order issued to
South Carolina has considered several
courses of action but has not yet developed
any definite plans President Bill L. Atchley,
a member of the committee, said Tuesday.

The deadline loi Mjunnssion of the plan
to the U.S. Department of Education is
March 9, according to Atchley.
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mittee" has met once so far, and a subcommittee on which Atchley is a member
has met twice.
Also on the sub-committee are W.W.
Johnson, chief executive officer of Bankers
Trust and chairman of the "blue ribbon
committee"; James E. Bostic Jr., chairman
of the state Commission on Higher Educa-

tion and vice chairman of the committee,
and the presidents of South Carolina State
College and the University of South Carolina.
"We met to find out what we could do.
We've had three or four or five different
kinds of plans that we were trying to make
some sort of reasonable decision on," said
Atchley. "We're not at a point where we all
agree that this is what we should present to
the technical people.
"We aren't really at a point where we've

done very much in concrete. We want to get
a plan lined out, and then they [the technical committee] can write it," he said.
The technical committee was formed to
aid the steering committee in researching
and developing the state's response to the
DOE report.
Enhancement—not duplication
Atchley said that the committee is looksee PLAN /page 3
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Housing keeps original sorority plan
by Helen Pitts
assistant news editor
Despite the recent controversy over Manning Hall room assignments for next fall,
the Housing Office has decided to go ahead
with its original plan to reserve all of the
fifth and sixth floors and suites B and C of
the fourth floor for sorority use.
According to Manning Lomax, director
of housing, the Housing Office made a
commitment during the fall of 1979 to support the sororities by providing housing and
chapter rooms, and "we have to keep that
promise."
The fifth floor will be used by the Kappa
Delta Sorority, the sixth will be reserved for
a new sorority which may be chartered this
spring, and suites B and C of the fourth
floor will be used by Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority. These two suites are presently occupied by Alpha Kappa Alpha members,
according to Lomax.
Factor in decision
Lomax said that several factors were considered before the Housing Office made its
final decision.
One such consideration was that the
lounges in Manning were renovated this

past summer in preparation for use as
sorority chapter rooms. These renovation
plans were made after the administration
decided over a year ago that newly chartered sororities would be housed in Manning Hall.
Three of the four renovated lounges
(which are all equipped with kitchens) will
be for sorority use only. The remaining
lounge and the kitchen on the first floor will
still be available for any residents to use.
Giving up another lounge that is currently used primarily as a study area is one of
the major concerns of the residents, Lomax
said.
To help alleviate this problem of fewer
study areas, Lomax said the Housing Office
"will make every attempt" to use only one
study room as temporary housing on those
floors not reserved for sororities.
Many residents are also upset about the
housing changes, Lomax said, because they
may not be able to live on the same hall as
their friends.
But, he said, the Housing Office will assure non-sorority member residents now living on the fifth and sixth floors and suites B
and C of the fourth floor that they will be
assigned as groups in Manning Hall next
year if they so desire.

Those wishing to live together must indicate so on the group housing forms which
will be available next week, Lomax said.
Residents' complaints
But Karen Moore, the resident assistant
on sixth floor, thinks that the real gripe of
the residents is not that they are losing
another lounge or rooms on a particular
hall.
"I think the biggest thing is that sororities are getting priority," Moore said. "I
know girls not even affected by the housing
changes who are upset."
She said that although the girls on the
fourth, fifth and sixth floors are assured of
group assignments in Manning next year,
this is creating yet another problem—to
block rooms on other floors means girls
wanting to live there again next year will
have to move, depending on seniority.
"It's just a chain reaction," Moore said.
"Somebody's going to get bumped any way
you look at it. The girls on my hall feel bad
about trying to block rooms on another
floor."
Lomax said that the selection of the
fourth, fifth and sixth floors was made
because the Office of Student Life, which
has the responsibility of coordinating

sorority and fraternity programs, feels that
the middle, consecutive floors would "best
satisfy their program needs."
The second floor was not considered as a
possibility because it is reserved for the handicapped, Lomax said.
"It doesn't really matter what floors we
put the sororities on," Lomax said. "We're
going to make somebody unhappy wherever the sororities go."
Susan Delony, dean of student life, said
that the middle floors of Manning Hall
were "the best choice since the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority is already on the fourth
floor. And we definitely wanted to put
them on consecutive floors."
Some of the people
"We will always have some students disappointed at what we do," Lomax said,
"but we felt this to be the best choice. We
just had to make a decision and go on with
it."
Lomax also said that if there is more sorority expansion on campus, Manning Hall
will be used as housing.
"We were committed to go with Manning, and that's exactly what we will do in
the future," he said.

Energy and Resource Institute established
by Sha Sifford
staff writer
An Energy and Resource Institute has
been established "to look at the conservation, the user, the humanistic side of energy
... not to aid development of production,
but to research impact."
Benton Box, dean of the College of
Forest and Recreation Resources, continued, "When President Atchley's center
comes about, this institute will join with
it."
Effective Feb. 16, Robert H. Becker,
presently the assistant director of the Water

Resources Center at the University of Wisconsin, will be director of the new institute.
Although the institute will be under the
direction of the College of Forest and
Recreation Resources, it will also include an
advisory council of representatives from the
Colleges of Engineering, Agriculture, Liberal Arts and Industrial Management and
Textile Science. As Box describes it, the institute is to be interdisciplinary, with the
College of Forest and Recreation Resources
acting as an overall coordinator.
The institute is to be headed by the College of Forest and Recreation Resources for
two reasons. First, although the scope of

the institute has now broadened to encompass a total natural resource center, the
original thrust of the institute's research
was to be focused on energy's impact on
recreation and tourism.
Second, the "seed money" for the institute was supplied by the U.S. Forest
Service. Its $300,000 donation will provide
for the director's position for three years as
well as supplies for research projects and
other needs.
The primary areas benefiting from the
institute's research will be North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Virginia, Tennessee and

Florida. It will study patterns of consumption, impacts on travel and tourism and the
impact on the quality of life of those who
live in and visit the region.
"The real strength of the institute is the
fact that it is committed to addressing problems in a regional manner. In these days,
especially, it is important to get the most
out of your research dollars and not duplicate efforts from state to state," said
Becker. Therefore, another important function of the institute will be to integrate the
results of research performed at other area
schools with the results at Clemson.
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FOR RENT

1, 2, or 3 bedroom apartments
in Clemson
s
150 - s250 / month
Carpet, frost-free refrigerator,
dishwasher, heat & air,
sundecks
Some with all utilities included.
Call the

D.H.D.
CORPORATION

654-4339 or 654-4344

• The largest student chapter of
the American Nuclear Society in
the country received its charter
at Clemson recently. Members
will be studying nuclear facilities
such as the Oconee Nuclear Station (left). See story on page 8.
• The Central Dance and Concert
Committee has no solid plans
for concerts this semester, so
students may have to entertain
themselves like Scott May
(right). Find out what the CDCC
is up to on page 19.

Why Just Study It?
MAKE HISTORY

I The Beautiful Year Round Resort

rREAT TIMES

SEAT RATES
Restaurants Pools Lounges
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN

CALL TOLL FREE

SPRING BREAK
Daytona Beach

1-800-874-6996
In Florida 1-800-342-4902
3125 South Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida 32018
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Council holds organizational meeting
by George Woodward
staff writer
The President's Council held its first
meeting on Friday, Jan. 30, in the Alumni
Center. During this meeting, which was
primarily organizational, the council agreed
to meet on the last Friday of each month
during the academic year.
The purpose of the council, according to
its constitution, is "to assist the president
of the university and the provost in formulating and implementing university policy."
President Bill L. Atchley stressed that the
continue to do it that wav in the future. . . .
voting members, is not an administrative
body. "This council is advisory," he said.
"The buck still stops here."

The council will work mainly through six
commissions. These are Undergraduate
Studies, Graduate Studies and Research,
Faculty Affairs, Student Affairs, Public
Programs and Public Service.
Matters brought before the council will
be delegated to the appropriate commission
for further study. The chairman of the
commission will report any findings to the
council, which will in turn advise the president and provost.
. Atchley said the council, which he proposed, expresses his philosophy that "a
university should be a place where ideas
flow freely and are examined and challenged constantly.
"Just because we have done something

. plan due in March
from page 1
ing at "areas where we can help enhance
some of the programs at South Carolina
State but not duplicate some of the programs already existing" in the state.
"Somewhere along the line, we're going
to have to look at Clemson and see what we
need to do in order to help us satisfy the
plan as well as South Carolina State," he
said.
Emphasize strengths
Atchley said that he didn't anticipate
"cutting off" programs that are duplicated
at predominantly black or white schools.
He would like to see the strong programs of
each institution emphasized and "centers of
excellence" developed.
He said that developing these centers of
excellence would enhance the racial balance
across the state since schools would be
known for their strongest programs rather
than their racial preference.

He cited business and library science as
examples of programs that South Carolina
State is noted for. "Perhaps that should be
the only place where you can get those kind
of programs," he said.
Better recruiting
"I think we will have to do a better job of
recruiting black students in the future,"
Atchley said. Clemson is already doing that
now in some of its programs, he said.
Atchley said that the recent 7-percent
personal budget cut from the state Budget
and Control Board would hinder Clemson's
efforts to deal with the DOE citation.
"The programs [to achieve racial
balance] will cost money," said Atchley.
"And we don't have that kind of money.
We're short anyhow.
"The state will have to come up with that
money if they expect us to carry out these
programs. We shouldn't develop a plan in
this state that can't be carried out in five
years."

one way in the past doesn't mean we will
continue to do it that way in the future . . .
We will not stay with the old way just
because it is comfortable. We will not go
with the new way just because it is different. What we want is the best way."
Students will be represented on the council by the student body president and the
student senate president. The Graduate Student Association will elect a graduate student representative to a one-year term.
The faculty senate will be represented by
its president, vice president and committee
chairmen. The vice president will serve as
secretary of the council.
Also on the council will be four academic
deans of colleges and two academic depart-

ment heads. The provost will appoint these
members to three-year terms. In order to
stagger their terms, the first group of appointees will variously get one-, two- and
three-year terms.
In making these appointments, the provost will attempt to ensure that each college
is represented on the council. While this
may not always be possible, the council
constitution guarantees that no college will
go two consecutive years without representation.
In addition to these members, the faculty
senate will elect the holder of a named professorship to a three-year term. The remaining members will be administration officials.

DOE report released
by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
Gov. Richard W. Riley was notified on
Jan. 7 by William H. Thomas of the Department of Education Office for Civil
Rights in Atlanta that South Carolina has
"failed to eliminate the vestages of its
former 'de facto' [by law] racially dual
system of public higher education."
The state was given a 60-day deadline to
"submit a statewide desegregation plan
which will fully desegregate the South
Carolina system of higher education."
The report states that senior institutions
in South Carolina are "racially identifiable" as being intended for students of a
particular race.
According to the OCR findings, the one
traditionally black school in the state,
South Carolina State College, has a 98.6percent black enrollment. The traditionally
white institutions have a white enrollment
of 91.4 percent.

Faculty employment at the traditionally
black institution is 82 percent black, while
faculty at the traditionally white institutions
is 95.8 percent white.
The OCR also found that resource allocations to South Carolina State are unequal
to those to traditionally white institutions.
Faculty salaries are lower at South Carolina
State, too.
Virtually all programs offered at South
Carolina State are duplicated by the University of South Carolina and Clemson
University, according to the report. "Such
extensive mission and program duplication
deprives South Carolina State College of
any significant unique feature other than its
racial identity," says the report.
The state was requested to submit a desegregation plan within 60 days of receiving
the report and is currently in the process of
developing such a plan.
The plan that is submitted to the OCR
will undergo a 60-day evaluation period,
after which it will either be accepted or rejected.

legeildS Restaurant and Bar
offers an alternative dining experience for
everyone .... Imagine the combination of nostalgic
murals of legendary Clemson folklore, a variety of
superb specialties reasonably priced, and
bright, energetic service.

Coming soon to
University Square Mall

BeRflLTTSr
SALE
Musical
Instruments and
Accessories
Guitar Lessons
Ave.

654-4627

Singmjr
Telegrams
costumes,muscians
time:4:30-ll:00
Slide-rule
tuning dial.
Tuning meter
for precise tuning.
FM stereo indicator.
Continuous tone control.
Switchable AFC.
Built-in AC power cord.
Telescoping FM
antenna.
Uses AC house current
or 6 "D" cell batteries.
list price: $Z9?8£

SALE PRICE

$

49.95

CAMPUS CAMERA
University Sq Clemson, SC G54-69O0

February
12,13,14
tell them:
I love you
Drop dead you dirty rat
Please forgive me
I miss you
You're a good friend
in the:
Dining hall
Dorm room
Loggia
Restaurant

cost:$2.50

on campus

$3.50

off campus
call 654 4101
baptist
student
r
union
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campus bulletin
Lost: Briefcase, imitation leather, zipper closure. Lost on or
about Jan. 22. If found, please call 7317. Reward offered.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
A special job placement service will be offered on Tuesday,
Feb. 17, for college students and other people over age 18 who
may be interested in working at a summer camp. Information
concerning more than 350 summer jobs will be available from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Palmetto Room.
As part of the Japanese Film Series, the College of Architecture will present "Ukiyo-E Printing: Art for the People." The
film will be shown in Lee Hall Auditorium from 3:35 to 4:45 p.m.
on Feb. 10.
The agronomy department will sponsor a seminar on an
evaluation of yield reduction by Seploria spp. in selected wheat
genotypes on Feb. 9 at 3:45 p.m. in room A-203 of the Plant and
Animal Science Building. The speaker will be Ben Edge, an
agronomy graduate student.
A free lecture entitled "Come Join Christ's Health
Revolution" will be presented by the Christian Science Organization on Feb. 12 at 7 p.m., room 164 of the Student Government
Building. The speaker will be Clem W. Collins, a member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship. Questions will be taken
by Collins. Everyone is welcome.
The Clemson sailing team practices and tryouts are now underway. Any interested persons in skippering or crewing should contact team captain Danny Russell (7565) or Mark Weining (7952).

(

A square dance sponsored by SCRPS-Student Branch will be
held on Thursday, Feb. 12, at 6:30 p.m. All RPA students arc
welcome. Tickets are 75 cents for members, $1 non-members and
$1 at the door. Food and beer provided. The dance is being held
at the outdoor laboratory, Kresge Hall.
The Baptist Student Union will meet Sunday and Tuesday
nights at 7:15 p.m. in the Baptist University Center across from
Bowman Field. Tuesday night Dr. Bob Shrum from First Baptist
of Pendleton will speak.
The Clemson Sports Car Club will hold an autocross Sunday,
Feb. 8, in the Lee Hall parking lot. Registration will be from
11:45 to 12:45, with the first car off at 1 p.m.
The Zoology Club will meet Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 6:30 p.m. in
room 216 Long Hall. The speaker will be Dr. Tomas Oimenez.
The National Defense Transportation Association will meet
Wednesday, Feb. 11, at 7:30 p.m. in room 240 of Sirrine Hall.
New members are welcome.
Interested in what HOTLINE is all about? They, welcome inquiries. Maybe they can be of some help. They operate from 8
p.m. to 7 a.m. Volunteer inquiries will also be accepted until Feb.
15. Phone 654-1040 for more information.

For sale: Panasonic component. 8-traek player, like new. $30.
Call 7930.

Counselors for western North Carolina coed summer camp.
Room, meals, laundry, salary and travel allowance. Experience
not necessary, but must enjoy living and working with children.
Only clean-cut, non-smoking college students need apply. For applications write: Camp Pinewood, 1801 Cleveland Rd., Miami
Beach, Fla. 33141.

For sale: 1976 Ford Pinto, 4 cyl., 4 speed, new tires, all
maintenance records. Excellent mechanical condition and gas
mileage. Price negotiable. Call 656-7602.

PERSONALS

Models wanted for art class. $7,50, hour. Contact Mr. Ireland
Rcgnier in Lee hall.

To Double B: Let's get together soon. The suspense is killing
me. Front Row Butler.

Tutoring available in undergraduate physics. $5/hour. Contact
J. Trostel at physics department at 882-8777.

To Pat Hook of West Columbia: How does a very interested
photographer get to know you better? From an intrigued admirer.

Individual wanted to drive car to Denver, Colo. I will pay gas,
lodging, and small enumeration. Call Dr. Wallace at 654-3285 or
656-3174.
Jeeps, cars, trucks available through government agencies,
many sell for under $200. Call 602-941-8014, ext. 7519, for your
directory on how to purchase.
Overseas jobs—Summer/year-round. Europe, South America,
Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free
information. Write: 1JC, Box 52-SCJ, Corona Del Mar, Ca.
92625.
Clemson faculty: Let us help you locate housing in the Clemson area. Several professors already successfully relocated. Call
Mary Oxford at McPhail Realty, 882-5000.

Meg, call Mike (he gave you a Gamecock with a paw on it), it's
important! (2150).
Beth, I hope you're feclin' better! Maybe I'll write and see!
Love, Susan, (p.s. hi, Gerald).
Beth, now that we have met, maybe we should get to know
each other better. —Charlie
Mom and Dad, Happy Anniversary. —Dana
Valentine's Day is just eight more shopping days away, (hint,
hint).

classified ad policy
All classifieds must be printed or
typed and turned in to The Tiger office
(ninth floor above the Loggia) prior to 5
p.m. Tuesday during the week of
publication.
All classifieds must be prepaid. Rates
are as follows:
10C per word with student ID. All
others 20C per word.
Lost and Found notices and announcements from university organizations advertising non-profit activities are
free.
Sixty words is the maximum length for
an ad. Ads of 10 words or less cost $1 for
students, $2 otherwise.

Rusty, C-suite and staph—thanks. CP

Hewlett-Packard
If you're looking for
quality and innovation ...
check us out!
Who are we?

CLASSIFIEDS
Lost: Silver necklace with tiger head. Lost Saturday, Jan. 24.
$5 reward. Call Charles at 2150. Great sentimental value.

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER

Records directly
from radio
or "live"
through twin condenser
microphones
Automatic end-of-tape
shutoff (auto stop)
■ AM/FM-FM stereo with
slide-rule tuning dial
LED FM stereo indicator
Record level/tuning meter
Rotary controls lor tuning,
volume, balance and tone
a Twin 4" wide-range
speakers
Operates on AC house
current. 6 "D" size batteries
or car/boat adapter (batteries and adapter not
Included)
■ Detachable AC power
cord
■ a listed

■ Large sliderule vernier
tuning dial
■ Separate left
and right
channel volume controls.
■ Tape monitor switch.
■ Twin 4" speakers.
■ Cassette player/recorder
with pushbutton eject,
stop, play, last-forward,
rewind and record.
■ Records from radio, any
auxiliary source or 'live'
with two built-in mics.
■ Jacks tor headphone,
remote mics and auxiliary
input.
■ Automatic level control
and end of tape shut-off
■ Telescoping FM antenna.
■ Uses AC house

. list price: $189.95

SALE PRICE

$

129.95

B. list price: $169.95

SALE PRICE

$

99.95

We're a world-wide team dedicated to quality in people, policies, and
products. We've progressed from a small business founded in 1939
by two young college engineers to a company of 55,000 people
internationally.
■ We design and manufacture over 4,500 products in four major
categories; computers, electronic test and measurement
equipment, analytical instrumentation and medical electronic
products.
■ During the last decade we grew at an annual rate of more than
21% achieving a rank of 150th on the 1980 Fortune 500, raising
1979 sales to $2.36 billion.

What opportunities do we offer?
■ We believe in recruiting the very best college-educated talent
we can find and providing them with a working environment
which rewards individual contribution. During the next decade,
we plan to hire over 20,000 graduating students.
■ We currently have hundreds of professional positions offering
immediate responsibility at numerous, choice locations across
the U.S. in the following disciplines:
□ electrical, mechanical, chemical, industrial, software
development and computer engineering.
[.'] electronic technology
D physics, chemistry, material science
D treasury, controllership/accounting and industrial relations.

We're excited about our future ... join us!
We'll be on campus to talk with you on

February 12-13,1981
Check the placement office for details
We are an equal opportunity /affirmative action employer.
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Students vote again on diploma style
by Susan Ellington
staff writer
Student government held a re-vote today to decide
between two of the original six choices for the May 1981
diplomas. The use of purple in the seal was voted 2-to-l to
be used, in the original poll.
The major difference in the diplomas is the placement of the seal. Last year's diploma received only 11
votes, and some of the other choices received fewer votes.
The poll was retaken because of the President's Cabinet's choice of a different diploma and the student senate
vote that the original poll was invalid.
The President's Cabinet was to confirm the student
poll because of a clause in the resolution recommending
that the diploma be changed. The Cabinet, however, disagreed with the student poll choice and also stated that
the use of color was unclear. The Cabinet was in favor of
the choice that finished second.
Student senate agreed that the use of color was
unclear and declared the original poll invalid on that
basis.
The reason for the discrepancy concerning the use of
color was that in order, to show each diploma with and
without color, a transparency was placed over the five
choices. The diplomas with original color had transparencies with non-colored seals over them, and those without
color had color seals. Student senate believed some of the
students polled did not realize the transparency could be
lifted.
Other objections to the polling were the unavailability of polls to students on east campus and the lack of
advertising. In the original poll, there was only one polling place because there was only one copy of each diploma. Seven hundred seventy students voted in the original
poll held Jan. 29.
For today's poll there was an additional poll at the
library. Signs were also placed around campus to notify
students.
The second poll was called so soon after the first poll
in order to have the diploma selection into the printing
company by March 1 so that the diplomas will arrive in
time for graduation in May.
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This is one of the diploma designs that students voted on last week. The other diploma has the seal
below the words Clemson university.

7-9
Talk with Dr. Atchley
and Oscar Lovelace
in SchiI letter on
Feb. 12 from 7-9 p.m.
with host Dan Hodge

a.m.

THE MORNING
CONCEPT

Beats the hell out of waking up with
the sound of a buzzing alarm clock

NEWS

FEATURES MUSIC

with
Jim Stevenson

only on
88 FM ROCK

88 FM

ROCK

Probe

Sports, Etc.

with Jim Stevenson

with Mike McDonald

"Slim Whitman" from
Russia with Love

This Week:
Steve Fuller of the
Kansas City Chiefs

Sundays at 8 p.m.

Sundays at 7 p.m.

This Week:
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Grievance Committee
formed
by George Woodward
staff writer
In an effort to provide a forum for
students' questions, opinions, and
grievances, student government and the
University Union are jointly sponsoring a
series of programs called "Meet the Administrators—Questions and Answers."
These programs will consist of a panel of
administrators, a moderator, and interested
students. A microphone will be placed at
the front of the room, where students will
address the panel.
The following administration representatives have been invited to sit on this panel:
Housing, Manning Lomax; IPTAY, Joe
Turner; athletics, Bill McLellan; Traffic &
Parking, Bill Pace; Student Affairs, Dean
Walter Cox; University Police, Chief Jack
Ferguson; Business & Finance, Melvin Barnette; Redfern, Dr. Judson Hair; ARA
Food Services, David Defratus; Scheduling,
David Fleming; Financial Aid, Marvin Carmichael; P-Plant, Walter Stone; student
government, Oscar Lovelace or Wes Kirk-

land; and University Union, Pam Routh or
Bill Mandicott. Also invited to participate
were President Bill Atchley, Provost David
Maxwell, and possibly others.
The moderator's task will be to organize
the flow of students to the microphone and
to maintain order.
Pam Routh, president of the University
Union, cited several current issues as feasible topics for discussion during these programs. These include the parking situation,
the Manning housing controversy, and the
basketball ticket situation.
A total of three sessions have been scheduled. They will take place on Tuesday, Feb.
24, Wednesday, March 4, and Thursday,
March 12, from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Palmetto Room, below the Loggia. Students are invited to bring their lunches with
them.
Routh stressed that student participation
is imperative to the success of these programs. "Students who complain that no
one listens to their opinions will now have
ample chance to be heard," Routh said.

Restaurant
cDeli
^Pizza
cBaf
^Burgers
Sandwiches
Take-out
Delivery

65T-?6?2

FOR THOSE WHO
THINK LIGHTER
... try our new
mini-chef salad
with iced tea

$

1.59

LUNCHEON DINE-IN
ONLY
From 11 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.

You're looking at the largest privately owned, low-speed wind tunnel in America. Located at Lockheed's Georgia
Division, it is just one of the many technological advancements that has given Lockheed engineers unmatched leadership in designing great airlifters. When coupled with a billion man-hours of airlift design and manufacturing experience,
it is easy to understand why Lockheed-Georgia earned the tide of Airlift Center of the World.
From this unbeatable combination of technology and experience has emerged the most versatile airlifter, the
legendary C-130 Hercules; the first jet airlifter, the G141 StarLifter; and the G5 Galaxy, the world's biggest airlifter.
And right now, they're shaping airlifters for the Eighties and beyond.
Can you see yourself in the middle of this spectacular new era of aerospace development? Then center your
attention on LockheedGeorgia, the home of airlift know-how.
Representatives from Lockheed-Georgia will be on your campus on Thursday, Feb. 12.
Check with your Placement Office for scheduling information. It may be the only interview you'll need to
schedule.

Lockheed-Georgia Professional Employment Marietta, GA 30063. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
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Tribble takes over as new senate president
by Cindy Powell
staff writer
Reid Tribble was sworn into office by
former President Wes Kirkland and took
over his duties as student senate president at
the Monday night meeting of the student
senate.
Three other senators were also installed
into office: Michael Trotman, president pro
tempore; Deborah Crandell, secretary; and
Brian Foster, clerk.
In addition, seven new senate members
were introduced. John Davis, Bill Erwin,
Robert Hudson, Richard Potter, Johnny
Smith, David Stoddard and Ken Thrift
were all elected to represent off-campus
students.
In legislation Joey Lemmons, vice president of the student body, presented a constitutional amendment to restructure the
President's Cabinet, clarify the powers of
the student body vice president and establish an executive council.
The executive council would consist of all
persons on the executive staff not serving on
the President's Cabinet and representatives
of six other student organizations. The student body vice president would chair the

council.
The senate unanimously approved Lemmons' amendment. It will now have to pass
by a two-thirds majority of the voting student body at the next general election in
order to become a permanent part of the
constitution.
In other legislation, the senate unanimously voted to have milk vending
machines placed in Manning, Lever and
Young Halls, the Clemson House and outside the canteen on a temporary basis. The
university last had milk vending machines
in 1975.
The senate unanimously decided to
recognize and fund the Industrial Education Club and a women's division of the
Rugby Club, as there are no alternatives to
these clubs presently on campus. Beta Heta
was recognized as a non-funded organization.
The senators also voted to classify the
following organizations as recognized but
non-funded: the Clemson Players, the
Forensic Union, the Calhoun Forensic
Society, Delta Sigma Rho of Tau Kappa
Alpha and the Clemson Varsity Cheerleaders. These organizations will receive
funds elsewhere.

Wes Kirkland, former senate president, congratulates Reid Tribble, who was recently elected senate president. Tribble assumed his
duties at Monday night's senate meeting.
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Lynch Drug Co.

Prices
Good

says

"Beat the
GAMECOCKS!
College Ave.

Styling Salon ot Clemson

Mil

WCGI\.

s

99

Clemson, S.C.

MISSING
$1,000.00 REWARD
For the whereabouts of this person

Ladies' shampoo & cut 8
$
11 with blowdry
Men's shampoo, cut, & blowdry s7
Long hair & styling extra
IN THE CALHOUN CORNERS BUILDING CLEMSON

654-2599

Pfc'nPoy Shoes®
25% & more
Women's vinyl mocs, styled like
the famous maker. Rawhide laces.
Brown. Reg. $13.97
Men's 7-12. Reg. $14.97
$10
Big boys' 3V2-6. Reg. $13.97.. $9
Children's 8V2-4. Reg. $9.97.. $8

Reg. $10.97
Women's slip-on has contrast
stitching, and tricot lining.

Victim: Drunken Jack
Place of residence: Sign In front of Drunken
Jack's Restaurant, Bus. Hwy. 17,
Murrells Inlet, S. C.
Phone: 651-2044
Occupation: Pirate, Plunderer, Pillager
Date of Birth: Early 1600's
Description:
Wooden Male, approx.
3'6'A" tall, weight 28 3/4
lbs. Last seen wearing
blue shirt, black pants and
blue scarf, carrying sword
and bottle of booze (usually tipped to face). Brown
Hair and beard, blue eyes.
Has peg leg.

Reg. $12.97
Women's soft oxford has genuine
plantation crepe bottom.

Reg. $19.97
Women's genuine suede
leather casual has padded
tongue and collar. Almond.

$
Women's knee socks ... 5 pairs

Last Seen: Place of residence August 13, 1980
Reward Offered: $1,000 for knowledge leading to the return of
Drunken Jack
If you have seen this man, please notify Drunken Jack's
Restaurant Immediately.

123 Bypass, Clemson
Sale prices good thru Sunday. Master Card or Visa. Open evenings and Sunday 1-6 pm.
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Company offers
to help athletes

Campbell addresses nuclear society
United States Congressman Carroll
Campbell (Rep. 4th District) at a dinner
meeting held Saturday night, Jan. 31, at the
First Baptist Church, Clemson, spoke of
the future of nuclear energy production.
Campbell was the keynote speaker at the
formal chartering of the newly formed
Clemson University Student Branch of the
American Nuclear Society. Other speakers
included Dr. Bill Atchley, Clemson University president, and Dr. Edward Hennelly of
ANS.
Campbell noted that during the past four
years, it was just short of miraculous that
nuclear energy production in the United
States has survived the concerted attempts
made to eliminate this form of energy production. He further noted that this would
have had dire consequences on South Carolina, citing the fact that loss of nuclear electrical generation stations would mean the
loss of 48,000 jobs in his district.

Campbell explained that without electricity from nuclear generation stations,
South Carolina would have a shortage of
electricity of the magnitude of a 2-percent
deficit in generation reserve as opposed to
the positive reserve of 20 percent normally
maintained by the utilities.
In future planning, Campbell stated, the
Reagan administration is committed to increased backing of nuclear power generation of electricity, including pursuit of the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor, as an answer
to the current energy difficulties facing the
country. Campbell further noted that if the
United States does not soon complete work
on a breeder reactor, it will be faced with
having to buy technology from other countries such as France.
Campbell charged the students and
guests present to provide political leaders
with sound technical information and support as the administration pursues its com-

mitment to move the country forward to
greatness. Campbell congratulated the student ANS chapter on its work thus far and
urged it to continue its efforts in educating
the public and leaders of the need for
nuclear power.
Hennelly, of the DuPont Company, an
expert in nuclear energy matters and 1979
president of the national ANS organization, presented the charter to the student
branch.
Ken Robertson, Clemson chemical engineering student and president of the chapter
since its organization in June 1980, stated
the chapter was committed to the goals
outlined by the speakers and noted that the
chapter had in six months grown to 84 active members, the largest student branch in
the nation, despite there being no formal
nuclear engineering curriculum on campus.

The Proctor and Gamble Company
has volunteered to sponsor three area
Special Olympics athletes by redeeming
proof-of-purchase seals from selected
products. A total of 50,000 seals must be
collected before Feb. 28 to take advantage of the offer.
The three athletes recently competed
in Boone, N.C., and won two gold
medals and a silver. They qualified to
participate in the National Winter
Games to be held next month in Stowe,
Vt. David Pitts of Oconee County will
compete in downhill skiing; Sammy
Roach of Anderson County will take
part in cross country skiing; and Cathy
Rudicill of Pickens County will compete
in ice skating events.
Those interested in helping can contact Marcia Wallenius at 656-2226.

The career decision you make today
could influence national security tomorrow.
For professionals at NSA contribute to the dual
missions of foreign intelligence production and
communications security.
Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists
and Mathematicians are working with systems at the
cutting edge of technology.
Career opportunities and challenge await you
in any of these NSA career fields.
Electronic Engineering: There are opportunities in a variety of research and development
projects ranging from individual equipments to very
complex interactive systems involving large numbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer
graphics. Professional growth is enhanced through
interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals and through contacts in the industrial and academic worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis and
design automation are among the best available.
Computer Science: At NSA you'll discover
one of the largest computer installations in the world
with almost every major vendor of computer equipment represented. NSA careers provide mixtures of
such disciplines as systems analysis and design,
scientific applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems, computer
networking/security, and graphics.

Mathematics: You'll work on diverse
Agency problems applying a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific assignments might include solving communications-related problems, performing
long-range mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for communications security.
NSA also offers a salary and benefit program
that's truly competitive with private industry. There
are assignments for those who wish to travel and
abundant good living in the Baltimore-Washington
area for those who wish to stay close to home.
i Countless cultural, historical, recreational
and educational opportunities are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient suburban location.
At NSA your future will be linked to the
nation's. The vital role that the National Security
Agency plays demands and ensures constant challenge and professional growth.
lb find out more about NSA career opportunities,'iSchedule an interview through your college
placement office. For additional information on the
National: Security Agency, fill in the information

blank below and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
College Recruitment Manager, National Security
Agenq; Attn: Office of Employment (M32R), Fort
George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship required.

The National
Security
Agency
More than just a career.
.

r

I'd like more information about career opportunities with NSA.
Name (print) _

,
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Bureau
presents
Plimpton
Speakers' Bureau is sponsoring a speech
by George Plimpton, the quintessential
"participatory journalist," in Brackett Hall
Auditorium on Wednesday, Feb. 11, at
7 p.m. This is the Bureau's second presentation of the semester.
An engaging writer of wit and authenticity,
Plimpton is editor in chief of Paris
Review, a literary quarterly, as well as a
frequent contributor to Sports Illustrated
and Harper's Magazine.
Partly fpr fun and partly for the purpose
of being able to give his readers a feeling of
what it's like for an amateur to compete
with a professional, he has invaded the
strongholds of professional football,
baseball and golf with a perceptiveness and
regard for detail that have made him a
sociologist of the world of sports.
His best-selling book, "Paper Lion,"
records his experiences as a rookie on a professional football team. His next book,
"Out of My League," recounts Plimpton's
exhausting pitching experience before a
post-season exhibition game at Yankee
Stadium between baseball stars of the
American and National Leagues.

Ready for
Mt. St. Helens,
Hurricane Allen,
Leve Canal.
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

Student Opportunities
We are looking for girls interested in
being counselors-activity instructors in a private girls camp located
in Hendersonville, N.C. Instructors
needed especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback Riding, Tennis,
Backpacking, Archery, Canoeing,
Gymnastics, Crafts; also Basketball, Dancing, Baton, Cheerleading,
Drama, Art, Office Work, Camp
Craft, Nature Study. If your school
offers a Summer Internship program
we will be glad to help. InquiriesMorgan Haynes, P.O. Box 400C,
Tryon, N.C. 28782.

M

Highway 76 r

and

Tri£

Open

/PANTWrl 24 Hours
FOOD STORES

Greenlee St.'

LOWEST BEER PRICES
IN CLEMSON
Busch Beer

R. C. Cola

12-oz. Cans

$3.99

2-liter

12-pack

79c

VISIT OUR NEW READING CENTER
Largest Variety of Adult Magazines
& Paperbacks in Clemson

TRY ON A PAIR
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFLENS
It's a whole new
experience.
They can be yours at
an affordable price.

ONLY s195*

Exam, lenses, heat care kit,
1 year Service Agreement

Soft, flexible, and
comfortable
Easy to wear right from
the start.
Don't pop out easily
Instant fitting

Astigmatic soft lenses available
For your FREE TRIAL comfort demonstration call

KEG BEER
$

38.50

2 FREE Pantry baseball hats
with each keg purchase

Drs. Bell, Watson, & Jenkins, P.A.
210 N. Pine St.
Seneca
882-3338
*Standard B&L

LOMB
SOFLENS

(polymacon)
Contact Lenses

110 N. Catherine St.
Walhalla
638-9505
Ultra & Hyper Thin
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Departments sponsor
eight-film series
by Dave Keller
staff writer
The departments of English and
sociology are sponsoring a series of eight
films that illustrate a variety of film techniques that can be used in social commentary.
Drs. Jerry Plecki and Susan Brown will
be directing a series of films and discussions
which examine the role of feature films in
defining and criticizing social life and/or
policy. The South Carolina Committee for
the Humanities is providing support for the
series.
All of the films are open to the public at
no charge and will be shown in Lee Hall
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Those attending
are invited to remain after the showings to
•uscuss, with members of the audience and

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FINANCIAL AID
APPLY NOW!

faculty, elements of the film significant to
social commentary and feelings and attitudes evoked by the films.
The series includes
• Feb. 11, "Real Life," a film directed by
Albert Brooks about an opportunist
who sets out to make a filmed record of
a typical American family
• Feb. 18, "Hester Street," a film narrating the story of the problems of a
Russian immigrant couple in their
assimilation to American life and its effects on their marriage
• Feb. 25, "Lover Come Back," a Doris
Day film offering insights into the sex
role stereotyping prevalent in light comedy films of the 1960s.

Deadline Date for Scholarships:
February 15
Priority Deadlines for Other Programs:
National Direct Student Loan — April 1
Nursing Student Loan — April 1
College Work-Study Program — April 1
BEOG (Pell Grant) — As Soon As Possible
Application Forms Available in the Clemson
University Office of Financial Aid,
106 Sikes Hall

INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
WOMAN

LILY TOMLIN • CHARLES GRODIN NED BEATTY - A LiJA Production
"THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN"
Written by JANE WAGNER • Music by SUZANNE CIANI • Produced by HANK MOONJEAN
Executive Producer JANE WAGNER ■ Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Read the IOVE Book • Copyright © (980 by Universal City Studios, Inc. |PGN»TALS«iD«iCesUSM$ff3^

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Bomb threat received;
Smith Hall evacuated
by Kirk Taylor
staff writer
The Crowe's Security guard in Smith
Hall received a bomb threat on Feb. 2 at
1:31 a.m. Sections of the women's dormitory were evacuated and searched by the
university police, but no device was found.
According to Jack Ferguson, chief of
security, "A bomb threat is treated pretty
much the same as a false alarm. We have to
investigate every one that we receive. And
just like the false alarms, they are not very
funny as a 'practical joke'; the people who
call them in are totally irresponsiDie. DOIUU
threats are too serious to play around with.
They are a problem for public safety and
an inconvenience for the people
threatened."

Ferguson elaborated on the punishment
imposed on violators. "The law considers a
bomb threat as a threat to kill, injure or intimidate."
This action constitutes a felony. Anyone
convicted of calling a bomb threat is subject
to a mandatory sentence of five to 15
years." There are no suspended sentences,
no time off for good behavior and no probation. And crimes of this sort receive every
effort to find, arrest and convict the person responsible," Ferguson explained.
"In the event that we had found a device,
it would become a SLED matter," Ferguson continued. "We also have several bomb
specialists in the area, including Chris
Hayes, who has had 20 years experience
with the New York City Police Department."

Bake sale Saturday to aid
Special Olympics on campus
The Clemson Student Council for Exceptional Children is sponsoring a bake sale
and art display Saturday from 10 a.m. until
3 p.m. in front of the Clemson Police Station on College Avenue and at Garrett's in
the Clemson Shopping Center.
Art work done by exceptional children in
Clemson and surrounding areas will be on
display to promote community awareness.
Proceeds will go to Special Olympics
scheduled for April 3 at Clemson.
The Council for Exceptional Children, of
which the Clemson group is a part, is a
65,000-member association of professional

educators, parents and other persons whose
primary interest is in advancing educational
opportunities for all exceptional children
and youth.
Exceptional persons include the learning
disabled, physically handicapped, mentally
handicapped, emotionally disturbed, visually and hearing impaired, the abused and
neglected child and the gifted and talented.
Cooperative efforts are made to improve
the quality of instruction and training for
all children and to promote professional
growth and development.
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calendar
FEBRUARY 1981
7_Winter Backpacking. Sponsored by University Union, details and sign up at Union information desk.
7—Swimming: University of South Carolina (Men and Women), Fike Recreation Center,
2 p.m.
7—Basketball: University of South Carolina (Women), Littlejohn Coliseum, 7:30 p.m.
8 —Basketball: University of South Carolina (Men), Littlejohn Coliseum, 8 p.m.
8—Free Flick: "Jane Pittman." Sponsored by University Union, YMCA Theatre, 8 p.m.
9-10—Lectures: "Liberty and the Law." Sponsored by College of Liberal Arts, Daniel
Auditorium, open to the public, no admission charge. Feb. 9, 3:30 p.m., Michael
Malbin, "Religion, Liberty, and the Limits of the Law"; 7 p.m., Thomas Szasz, "The
Jurist as Healer." Feb. 10, 4 p.m., Alan Dershowitz, "The Couch, the Cage, and the
Cat O'Nine Tails"; 7:30 p.m., Matthew Perry, "The Courts and Civil Rights: Issues
for the Eighties."
10—Basketball: Old Dominion (Women), Littlejohn Coliseum, 8 p.m.
10—Japanese Film: "Ykiyo-E Printing: Art for the People." Sponsored by department of
architectural studies, Lee Hall Auditorium, 3:45-4:45 p.m. Open to the public, no admission charge.
11 —French Play. Presented by languages department students, Daniel Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Open to the public, no admission charge.
11—Film: "Real Life," directed by Albert Brooks about an opportunist who sets out to
make a filmed record of a typical U.S. family. Sponsored by departments of English
and sociology, Lee Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. Open to the public, no admission
charge.
11—English Hour Lecture: The best graduate paper in English will be read. Sponsored by
English department, 108 Strode Tower, 8 p.m. Open to the public, no admission
charge.
11—Speakers Bureau Presentation: George Plimpton, author, journalist, sportsmen and
adventurer. Brackett Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m. Open to the public, no admission
charge.
12—Performing Artist Series: Carl Ratcliff Dance Theatre presents "Classical" Modern
Dance. Sponsored by University Union, Daniel Auditorium, 8 p.m. Open to the
public, $2 admission charge.
12—Movie: "Cries and Whispers," directed by Ingmar Bergman, starring Harriet
Andersson and Liv Ullman. Sponsored by Five Directions Cinema, Lee Hall
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. Open to the public, $3 admission charge.
12—Valentine Card Making. Sponsored by University Union, Loggia, noon-2 p.m.
12—Concert: Jeff Lorber Fusion. Sponsored by University Union, Clemson House
Ballroom, 8 p.m. Advance tickets only at $7.50.
I
12-14— Basketball: Women's ACC Tournament, Littlejohn Coliseum, times to be announced.

yburdouoh>
In the Mini Mall across from Littlejohn

^Hflr

Open 11-2, 5-10 Mon.-Fri., 11-3, 5-10 Sat. & Sun.

CAMr>II7I/"'IJ

EMPORIUM

STOP IN FOR A

25 C
BUDWEISER
DRAFT
no other
purchase
necessary I j I

HAPPY HOUR
Every Thursday 5-9 p.m.

25 C Bud Draft
Wine HALF PRICE also
654-6895 or 654-7095

Sourdough's . . . why not tonight?

Isua^vads

Do You Want To
Select And Meet
Interesting Speakers?
Positions Now Open On
Speakers Bureau For
Freshmen
And Sophomores.
Applications Available At
The Student Government Office

Drop-in following
George Plimpton's Speech
February 11 at the YMCA
lav**. iv« &« .. .v...-».-. .'i ..♦•.>:»:.:«.>.'.■».>.'.»■•.'■«■»■■ ■?■♦»■'.•'»/.'.<'.>».*
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Student input needed
... by Housing Office
Despite the recent controversy over where sororities will be
housed, the Housing Office is going to do just what it had planned
to do all along—reserve the fifth and sixth floors and half of fourth
floor in Manning Hall for sorority use.
Even after numerous suggestions from the Housing Committee
of student senate and individual students, the original decision still
stands.
The residents of Manning Hall who will have to move next year
were not happy two weeks ago when they heard—mostly via
rumors—about the assignment priority being given to sororities.
They're still unhappy.
The Housing Office made no effort a year and a half ago to get
student input before making the decision about using Manning Hall
to house sorority members. And the sad part is the Housing Office
seemed to ignore the student input received in the last two weeks.
There's nothing that can be done now to change the decision.
We only hope that in the future the Housing Office will remember
the trouble of the past two weeks before making such a major
decision—trouble that could have been avoided by finding out student opinion before, instead of after, the fact. _

... by Post Office
Now that the postal service has canceled the box rental increase
it announced last week, much of the furor has died down, and
students and administrators are working together on a solution to the
campus postal problem.
The proposed solution is not a new one. The university, when it
learned as early as July of last year that the box rental rate would go
up, sought alternatives. The present proposal is one of them.
What the university did not seek, however, is student input.
When student government learned, after the fact, that rates were
going up, students researched the alternatives and discovered a solution which even the university admits may be better. When it had no
other choice, the university finally listened—and learned.
Much credit can be given to both students, for making their voice
heard, and to administrators, for their prompt, cooperative response.
Yet the fact remains that the university could have avoided a lot
of trouble by asking for help from students in the first place.
We hope that in the future, administrators will remember how
beneficial student input was in this instance and make an effort to
get it before addressing questions of such importance. It's just possible that a student might have the answer.

HanwrSI

editor's note
A calendar of events will be published
each week on the page before the editorials.
The calendar will list campus events open
to the public and which are non-profit.
Political and religious activities will not be
listed and only items from recognized
university groups will be considered.
Cultural and academic events will have
priority over other items.

' Items for and questions about the calendar should be sent to Van Mattison, managing editor. Items should list the date, time,
place, purpose and sponsor of the event.
The deadline for submitting items for the
calendar will be Friday at 3 p.m. prior to
the date of publication. In general, the
calendar will include events for the upcoming week.

correction
In last week's issue, it was incorrectly
reported that Thomas J. Manning was arrested and charged, along with three others,
with failure to leave as requested as the
result of an incident occurring in A-section
Johnstone Hall.
Instead, Manning was arrested on the

charge of disorderly conduct after an argument with the police officer arresting the
other three.
The incorrect information was supplied
to The Tiger by university police. The Tiger
regrets the error.
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roberts, sha sittord, shelly smith, jacque templetpn, dean trakas, (dr) John trostel, dougias welton, bert west, brian westqver, terri
whittle, gunter wiedemann, carla wortkoetter.
Opinons expressed on the editorial pages are those o! the individual writer with the exception ol the lead editorial on this
page, which expresses the majority opinion ot the editorial board. The editorial board is composed ot the editor in chief and the
other editors listed in the leli hand column above The opinions expressed in the editorials do not necessarily reflect the views at
the administration, faculty or student body as a whole.

The Tiger welcomes letters from its
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the Friday issue is the deadline for all letters.
Each author of a letter must sign the letter and include his address and phone
number.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters
for style and space. Also, letters which are

in poor taste or potentially libelous will be
withheld if a majority of the editorial board
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Please send letters to The Tiger, Box
2097, University Station, Clemson, S.C.
29632, or bring them by the offices at room
906 of the Student Union.

letters to the editor

Rude Clemson fans provoke unjust calls
We would like to comment on the Clemson-North
Carolina basketball game that took place on Jan. 28. We
were saddened that we lost another game, but more than
that we were angered by our fans.
Throughout the game fans around us were yelling
obscene phrases at our players each time they made a bad
play. We're not saying that we don't get upset whenever
Clemson makes mistakes, but we realize that the Tigers need
more positive support when they are behind in a game.
We also realize that critical remarks of the fans directed
at the players only cause the team members to become more
discouraged. The players expend a lot of hard work and
time in practicing, and we feel they should be commended
instead of condemned for their effort.
As a result of some questionable calls, the fans found it
necessary to verbally ridicule the referees as well. These verbal abuses only angered the referees, inducing a series of unjust calls. We witnessed several examples of this. One such
incident occured when a Clemson fan yelled some
derogatory remarks at a referee. The referee turned to the
fan, said something, and while still looking at the fan, blew
his whistle. He indicated that a foul had been committed by
a Clemson player who was nowhere near the supposedly
fouled North Carolina player.
Another incident occurred in the last few minutes of the
game, when North Carolina went into its delay game. Upon
hearing more derogatory remarks, a referee placed his
whistle in his mouth and waited for the slightest opportunity
to blow the whistle. His opportunity came seconds later,
when a Clemson player came within 4 feet of a North
Carolina player. After indication of the foul, the referee
turned and smirked at the Clemson fans.
Perhaps then the referees should be given some of the
blame since they are expected to remain impartial. We feel
that it was unfair that these referees had to take their
revenge out on the Clemson basketball team, but perhaps
had they not been so provoked by these rude Clemson fans,
there wouldn't have been so many unjust calls.
We find it in poor taste that these Clemson fans found
it necessary to abuse and condemn their own players and the
referees. This kind of support the team doesn't need. We

have confidence in Bill Foster and the Tiger basketball team
and are sure that the best is yet to come.
Betty G. Scott
Karen A. Pioth

Johnstone selling points
This is in response to the letter written by Mike Smith.
I wish to comment on the selling points listed for a room in
Johnstone.
Mr. Smith, your 9-by-12 beige room is probably about
iO-by-14. And I don't expect the Housing Office to paint
each room to fit the occupant's preferences.
If you would prefer not to listen to 100 amps of Pink
Floyd, ask your neighbors to change to music you do like or
to cut it down to at least 30 amps. Admittedly, there are
those who continue to play their stereos at full volume
disregarding your pleas for a soft roar instead of their usual
room-shaking music.
Reasons for the lack of hot water in the showers are
peak loads and the few people who insist on a sauna with
their shower. The fliers you receive from the Housing Office
tell you This.
The major reason for this letter concerns the issue of
the locked kitchen. I'm a student who has forsaken Harcombe in search of edible food, and I must keep my
perishable food in the kitchen. Twice this semester I have
had my food stolen. Now I try to keep the kitchen locked
because someone feels he has more of a right to my food
than I do. I can't afford to feed the both of us. I don't
have a room refrigerator because it has no place for frozen
foods, and it would only be an unneeded expense of $20 a
semester rent or a $100 purchase.
I don't know what you expect from a college dorm
room, Mr. Smith, but if you desire complete privacy in the
bathroom and improved interior decorating, I suggest you
find yourself an off-campus apartment.
Bill Thomason

Edgefield native disturbed
As a native of Edgefield, I was rather disturbed by Mr.
Brooks' commentary on Tillman Hall last semester. In the
course of enumerating the faults of Ben Tillman, he mentioned that "ffl [Tillman] is from Edgefield, for one thing."
I found this somewhat odd, coming from a man who is
from Tullapoosa, Ga.—a town which to date has produced
only a Tiger editor whose journalism has a decided yellow
tinge. (You must forgive me if I've misspelled
"Tullapoosa." When I tried to find it on the map there was
only a large blank space and the words "Dragons and Seaserpents reside here.")
While Mr. Brooks failed to go into specific faults of
Edgefield, he seemed to imply that some horror exists there
which contaminates one from the start. Rest easy, folks, the
water in Edgefield does not cause congenital birth defects;
growing up there does not turn one's brains to jello. As a
matter of fact, it is a very pleasant place to live.
As for Edgefield's reputation for violence, it is, to some
degree, deserved. But it is not as bad as Mr. Brooks would
'have us believe. Duels have been illegal for some time now,
and I can't remember the last time we had a chainsaw
murder. Perhaps Mr. Brooks is thinking of his home state,
which I would not care to ride through unless I were inside
a small tank.
Edgefield has, on the other hand, produced 10 governors, a record unequaled anywhere in the nation. It has
also, according to one book, given birth to "more
daredevils, statesmen, and adventurers than any other county in the state, if not in the nation."
One final note: Mr. Brooks stated that he knows some
"really nice people from Edgefield." I don't know any nice
people from Tullapoosa, Ga.
Arthur Slade
Editor's note: It's Tallapoosa. And I don't know any nice
people from Edgefield now. —r.b.

commentary by richard brooks

Tiger staff irked by audacious Gamecock editor
Athletic competition between Clemson University and
the University of South Carolina is an accepted fact in this
state.
But the equally heated rivalry between the campus
newspapers of the two schools is largely an unpublicized
matter—and rightfully so. Most students probably don't
care what The Gamecock and The Tiger say or do to each
other.
However, the audacity of one Steve Riddell, editor in
chief of The Gamecock, has aroused the ire of The Tiger
staff in general and this columnist in particular. And
besides, this across-the-state shot is too good to pass up.
On page two of The Tiger, in the mailing information,
a statement appears as follows: "The Tiger is also a member
of the South Carolina Press Association—Collegiate Division and presently holds the title of best college newspaper
in South Carolina."
„
We didn't make that up. It's true. Would I he to you?
Every spring the SCPA-CD has a convention. Dozens'
of collegiate would-be journalists get disgustingly intoxicated
for the duration of the weekend, taking a break only to find
out which newspaper is the best in the state.
"SCPA-CD, Best in State, Newspaper, Clemson
University, 1980 Spring Convention"—That's what the current award says. I know because it's in my office.
However, the nameplate of The Gamecock says
"South Carolina's Best College Newspaper."
I don't care what idle claims they may choose to make.
It's common in this business. The three biggest commercial
newspapers in the state claim to be either "best" or
"foremost" or "leading."
It's no business of mine what untruths Riddell prints on
the front page of his rag. But when he had the unmitigated
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The Gamecock: Before

.and after our correction.
gairto call me and ask, "Why do you guys still say you're
the best college newspaper in the state?" I was outraged,
shocked and appalled.
■
After some investigation, it became apparent that Kiddell is under the impression that the "best college
newspaper" title changed hands at the Fall convention m
Columbia last October.
The Gamecock did win an award for "best layout,
single issue," but that hardly signifies anything more than
"best layout, single issue."
To further clarify the issue, I called Reid H. Montgomery, a professor of journalism at USC, secretary-

manager and secretary of the South Carolina Press Association and adviser of the SCPA-CD. He told me that the
Tiger would retain the honor of "best college newspaper in
the state" until the upcoming Spring convention in
Charleston.
In light of these facts, I would like to suggest that Riddell change The Gamecock's nameplate to "The University
of South Carolina's Best College Newspaper."
At least that would be more accurate, even though
some of the USC branch newspapers might still have a
legitimate complaint.
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THERE'S ATIGER LOOSE
IN FLORIDA.
What a jungle!
The competition is fierce.
The technology is high-powered.
The IC applications are critical.
It takes a leader to stay ahead of the
pack—it takes Harris Semiconductor.
We've made our way to the forefront
of the highly-competitive IC industry
through a winning combination of innovative technology, talented and dedicated
personnel, demanding production standards, and aggressive marketing.
Our enviable record of growth
includes sales that have soared 55.5% (to
$148 million) and net income that has risen
70.3% (to $18.9 million) in the past year.
And the stage is set for our $250 million,
five-building complex which is expected to
double our Semiconductor manufacturing
capacity by 1983.

INTERVIEW DATE:

Right now, Harris Semiconductor
is on the prowl for college graduates in
Electrical and Chemical Engineering,
Physics, Materials Science, Chemistry,
and Computer Science.
You'll make your way to the top.
Through a dual opportunity career program
that lets you follow the state-of-the-art
technical or management path. (And you'll
probably make your way to the beach a lot,
since we're headquartered in Melbourne,
on Horida's Atlantic Coast.)
If you're unable to schedule a campus
interview, write to Bill Hyland, Harris
Semiconductor, College Relations Supervisor, P.O. Box 883, Dept. CNA, Melbourne,
Florida 32901. (Openings also exist in
our San Francisco and Poughkeepsie,
New York facilities.)

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23,1981.

_/L/Lyi
SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP

THE TIGER STANDS ALONE.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H
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Esso Club hosts washtub
bass and harmonica band
by Laura Moore
staff writer
The thick orange letters that cling to the
far wall of Bob Higby's Esso Club proclaim
it home of the Clemson Honky Tonk Sympathy Orchestra. Further evidence of this
claim to fame rests on the stage in the corner to the left of the bar. A washtub, heavyduty broom handle, clothesline wire, and a
block of wood make up an instrument appropriately called a washtub bass.
CHTSO had humble beginnings, and the
washtub bass was one of them. Gilbert
Miller put together a washtub bass and
showed it to Esso Club regulars Juan
Chavez and Rico Cameron, who "got pretty tickled with the idea" and constructed
their own washtub basses. This lead to impromptu performances at Cameron's house,
which led to the addition of Jon Wooge,
Mudslide Welch and his banjo, and Punk
Bodiford, who brought along a washboard
and whiskbroom. This group of distinguished gentlemen called themselves the
Jug Band.
Later this band was forced to "sit back
and regroup" after Wooge left for a job in
Virginia and "Miller left for a job somewhere else," Chavez said. Rick Myers, who
plays guitar weekly at Calhoun Corner's,
joined the orchestra, and Punk recruited
Kelly Smith, who plays the fiddle. This
time, the name became Clemson Honky
Tonk Sympathy Orchestra.
At present, CHTSO is involved with a legal dispute over this name. Actually, the
word "legal" is a bit stretched, and the
controversy only concerns the word "sympathy."
Chavez and Higby maintain that the
band members were collected around the
Esso Club bar—which is nothing out of the
ordinary—discussing a name for themselves. Clemson Honky Tonk Symphony
Orchestra was being tossed around (credit
Chavez with the "honky tonk") when
Higby said, "The way ya'll sound you
oughta be called 'sympathy' orchestra." A
band name was born . . . according to
Chavez and Higby.
Jimmy Howard, owner and operator of
the Sloan Street Tap Room tells another
story. Howard swears that he called Chavez
long distance and gave him the ideal name
"sympathy." Chavez contends that Howard would never have spent the money it
takes to make a long distance call. "He's

too damn cheap," he said.
A newsletter was published by "an unbiased partisan group" giving an account of
the dispute between the two factions. When
confronted with this newsletter, Howard's
cheeks turned red and he said, "That document would make excellent toilet paper. In
fact, if you shredded it, it would make excellent goat food."
Organization is not one of CHTSO's
assets, so Chavez could not nail down a
specific show date. "Kelly does a lot of
carpentry work out of town, Mudslide is a
vet and has night calls, and I got me a wife
who won't let me out some nights, so the
band is kind of impromptu. We do try to
get together at least once a month.".
When every member does manage to get
together at the same time, they play
bluegrass, country, a little gospel, a little
rock 'n' roll, and a little of what they call
punk country. This musical invention was
described by Chavez as "what you get when
you take bluegrass and change all the words
to nasty and socially unacceptable. Well,
that covers it." Bodiford couldn't be persuaded to recite any of the lyrics, but he did
mention that an audience would be most
likely to get a sample of punk country after
the band had had enough time to get good
and sauced.
The Esso Club stage, which the orchestra
has christened the "Grand ole Osprey,"
isn't always the place where the group performs. On some spring evenings the band
and its various fans move outside the Esso
Club for a square dance. Ironically,
Howard is the dance caller "when he's
sober enough to damn talk," Chavez said.
People driving by stop to see what's going
on, and eventually a crowd gathers. "We
all dance around the gasoline tanks and
sweat together."
The members of the orchestra are actually sophisticated Clemson individuals who
have refused to allow fame to change their
lives. Chavez, the most verbal of the band's
virtuosos, drinks beer like any normal
American harmonica and bass tub player.
He, like most of the band members, is a student at Clemson. Cameron, also a connoisseur of the harmonica and bass tub, is
finishing up his bachelor's degree in administrative management, and according to
him, he's been finishing it up for a long
time. Cameron mumbled something about
nine years and then revealed that a statue of
himself could be seen in front of Tillman.

VALUABLE COUPON

UP TO 16" x 24

COLOR
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CHTSO HAS FIRST SCANDLE SINCE THEY REACHED STARDUMB
In the beginning days of January, the CHTSO began their first legal battle. Much
to the band's surprise, the CHTSO dance caller, jimmy Howart, flogged the integrity
of the CLEMSON HONKY TONK SYMPATHY ORCHESTRA by claiming that he
should be the owner of the copyright to the band's name. Astounded by this accosation co-owner of the band's name, Bob Higby, immediately told Mr. Howart
"You're full of s-, Jimmy Howart." This'sparked a verbal altercation throughout the
ESSO CLUB that lasted for days. The CHTSO claims that four of the original "Jug
Band" members co-wrote the name with Mr. Higby. The band will not disclose the
names of the co-owners because their genius must be protected, respected, and
undetected Taking his turn as spokesman for the band, Juan Chavez told us that
Mr Howart had gone so far as to publicly state that, "I called Juan long distance to
tell him the g- d- name." Mr. Chavez denies any knowledge of this alledged
phone call He told us, "Howart thinks he's the granddaddy of the CHTSO just
because we let him hang around as one of our groupies for awhile. He's old
enough to be our grandfather, but outside of that he's f--n' insane. To date this
matter has not been taken to court but we learned through reliable sources that the
"Orchestra" has obtained F. Lee Leon Hardbone as their lawyer.
Published by.
An unbiased partisan group

An impartial group gathered together recently and published the
above newsletter. It reputedly gives an objective review of the controversy surrounding the naming of Clemson's only orchestra. Juan
Chavez (top) talks with an unknown stranger at the bar in the Esso Club.
The sign in back proclaims the bar to be the "Home of The Clemson
Honky Tonk Sympathy Orchestra.''
The most seasoned of the ensemble is
Bodiford, father of punk country and
master of the spoons and washboard.
Bodiford recently graduated from Clemson
and plans to attend law school in the near
future. Although he has been accepted to
Harvard Law School, he will probably attend the University of Georgia. Welch, a
bio-engineer student who moonlights as a
relief veterinarian, plays the banjo and, on
occasion, fills in as the band's medical adviser.

The youngest member, forestry graduate
student Myers, plays guitar, and Smith
plays fiddle. Browning Bryant also sits in
with the band, but, Chavez said, "His voice
is so damn high we can hardly sing with
him."
Since the CHTSO performance dates are
seldom decided very far in advance, no
specific times can be given in this issue.
However, keep your eye on The Tiger's
calendar of events. Performance dates will
be listed when available.

ALL WARM-UPS

KODAK Color
Enlargements

Hurry; offer ends March 11, 1981.

Volume 1, No. 1

SALE

Pay for two,
the third is free
■ Bring in this coupon with
your favorite Kodacolor film
negatives, color slides,
color prints or instant color
prints
■ Get 3 KODAK Color Enlargements for the price of 2.
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Clemson University
Hosts an Open House
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sponsored by

HARRIS CORPORATION
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PAMOJA
presents

Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr.

Date: Sunday, Feb. 22, at 6 p.m.
Location: Pizza Hut, 123 Bypass

Chairman of the S.C. Commission
on Higher Education
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Wednesday, Feb. 11,7:30 p.m.
Hardin Hall Auditorium
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Engineers solve industrial problems
semester.
It was as far back as 1965—during a National Science Foundation program that
looked "for the best way to teach engineering design"—that the idea was conceived.
"No one likes to rehatch a problem. Besides, students are idealistic: If they can
design something to help someone, they are
enthusiastic," Bradbury said. "I was so impressed with the success of the NSF program that I decided to conduct the course in
that manner."
Bradbury is convinced that the course
gives the students a different kind of experience, that of working as engineers with
engineers from the industry. It gives them
practice in making oral and written presentations and selling their ideas to others.
Project assignments have been diverse.
Students have successfully worked on pro-

Douglas W. Bradbury, alumni professor of
mechanical engineering. Bradbury was instrumental in getting this idea started.
According to Bradbury, industries are invited to enter into a contractual agreement
with students to furnish real, unsolved
problems of sufficient scope and difficulty
for groups of four to five seniors. During
the semester, the student groups fulfill their
part of the contract by devoting about 400
man-hours to the problem solution and its
presentation.
Each group of students is guided by a
faculty member. "Faculty help maintain
direction," continued Bradbury. "The involvement of the faculty is limited to serving as guides and advisers to the student
groups, besides coordinating all activities."
Seven other mechanical engineering faculty
members are serving as group advisers this

by Salil Donde
staff writer
Courses come, and courses go, but
students' understanding of a subject is
never complete in school or college. Course
work and practical experience rarely go
hand in hand. It is only during the past few
years that the importance of exposing
students to real-life situations has been
understood.
Mechanical Engineering 402, An Internship in Engineering Design, is one course
which facilitates the integration of industry
and school.
"Internship is commonly believed to be
an activity when students go elsewhere to
participate in the practical aspects of their
profession, but we simulate the internship
by the way we conduct the course," said
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jects such as the design of a machine for
packaging pantyhose and the design of a
passive solar house. The projects sometimes
sound simple, but each has potential for application in the industry that sponsors it.
The feedback from the students and industry is encouraging. Bradbury related an
incident of a young man that came to inquire about the status of a design that he
had once worked on. It turned out that the
company that had sponsored the project
was now using it in it's factories.
"One company in North Carolina once
valued the students' efforts on a project at
$800,000," said Bradbury. A man in yet
another company said of a machine designed by some students, "If it hadn't been for
this machine, I would have retired last
year."
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MECHANICAL &
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CONTAINER CORPORATION OF
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Backgammon
Tournament

Skylight Lounge
50$
7:30 pm

February 9
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presents

Jeff Lorber Fusion

Clemson House Ballroom
Feb. 12
8 pm
s
7.50 includes refreshments
Tickets available in Union Office
I.D. and proof of age required at the door
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Union Board
interviews
March 3-4
Stay tuned for
more info.

Short Course
Beginnings
Feb. 10
Beginning Bridge
Feb. 11
Hang gliding

Free Flick
"Jane Pittman"
8 pm Feb. 8

In

IDOLS

Y Movie
'He Knows You're Alone"
Feb. 9-11 7 and 9 pm
Midnight Movie
"The Sting"
Feb.13 50c
in the Palmetto Room
festival seating

Feb. 6-7
9 pm
$1
NRBQ Feb. 9, 9 pm $1
You miss, you lose
Cassidy Bridge Band
Feb. 10
8 pm
FREE
Bobby Daye Returns!
Feb. 13-14
9 pm
$1

Video
'Lady Takes A Chance"

In the Gutter

Bengal Ball
T-shirt Contest

"The Candidate"
starring
Robert Redford
********************

February 12

cui

8 pm
CLEMSDN

Carl Ratcliffe
Dance
Theater
Feb. 12 8 pm Daniel Auditorium
Tickets $12 available in advance
UNIVERSITY

UNION

Your design could
win 4 tickets,
2 t-shirts and $25
cash. Deadline for
entries is Feb. 23.
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entertainment

Fusion blows into Clemson Ballroom
by Michael L. Puldy
staff writer
Jazz band Jeff Lorber Fusion will appear
Thursday, Feb. 12, at 8 p.m. in the Clemson House Clemson Ballroom.
In the world of sound, jazz stands out as
one of the finer qualities of cultural music.
Composer/keyboardist/producer Jeff
Lorber's brand of jazz fusion is quite
unique.
Actually, there are two areas of fusion
that combine to form Lorber's unique
sound. The first is the blending of elements,
and the second is the creation of energy
from this blending. Successfully, Lorber
and his band accomplish both these factors.
Lorber grew up in Philadelphia, Pa.,
where at the age of four he began to take
classical piano. His love for the piano began
to grow. With successful recitals of his
original compositions, Lorber attended
Berklee School of Music upon his graduation from high school. Here, his musical
creativity led him away from classical piano
and more in the direction of jazz. He stayed
at Berklee for 18 months before taking up
private studies with noted pianists and composers.
In 1975, Lorber headed to his new home
of Portland, Ore., where the Jeff Lorber
Fusion was formed. Band members consist
of Danny Wilson, bassist; Dennis Bradford, drummer; and Kenny Gorlick, flute,
tenor and soprano saxophones.
Under Inner City Records, the band released its first album in 1977. The groupnamed, debut LP won much acclaim and
propelled the group to release a second

album the following year. Entitled "Soft
Space," it featured guest artists Chick
Corea on mini-moog and Joe Farrell on
saxophone and flute. The album was given
four stars by Down Beat magazine; furthermore, Cashbox magazine declared Jeff
Lorber Fusion the number one new jazz
group of the year.
The third and fourth albums were consecutively released in the next two years
under the band's new label, Arista Records.
"Winter Sign," the first album with
Arista, was backed up by a coast-to-coast
tour which received rave audience reactions
and reviews. Also, in reference to the tour,
Lorber said it helped the four band members" really come together as a unit. ... We
got tighter and more powerful as we went
along, which was only natural since it was
our first experience as a national act. ... We
opened for people like Grover Washington
Jr., the Dixie Dregs, Stanley Clark and Jan
Hammer . . . and moved from being relative
newcomers to a mature, working group."
Last year, the band released its latest
album, "Wizard Island." This LP once
again featured jazz artist Chick Corea and
incorporated Lorber's new explorations on
acoustic piano and an array of synthesizers.
Jeff Lorber Fusion utilizes all four
albums in its concert program. The tour
also continues the development of Jeff
Lorber's musical talents.
Tickets are $7.50 and are on sale Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
program office in the Loggia and will be
sold at the information desk the night of the
show. Refreshments will be served as an
added bonus to the price of the ticket.
Concert-goers are to bring proof of age.
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Jeff Lorbfer Jazz Fusion will appear in the Clemson Ballroom of the
Clemson Houle. The Feb. 12 concert is sponsored by the Central Dance
and Concert Committee.

movie review by mark langford

'Change of Seasons' offers change of pace
Even before the opening credits for "A
Change of Seasons" have ended, Bo Derek
breaks the surface of a bubbling hot tub,
springing forth like a steaming Aphrodite
and displaying the charms that have placed
her at the top of the decimal system.
Then the movie starts.
From such a lusty prelude, one could
easily assume Derek's latest movie picks
up where her last movie left off. Instead,
director Richard Lang casts the hottest star
of 1979 in a role that does not allow her to
steal the show.
"A Change of Seasons" is the story of a
middle-age English professor, Adam Evans
(Anthony Hopkins), who has an affair with
a voluptuous coed, Lindsay Rutledge

(Derek). When his wife Karen (Shirley
MacLaine) finds out, she curls up for the
weekend with a roving carpenter, Pete
(Michael Brandon).
When Adam returns from Montreal
(with Lindsay) and discovers the transformations in both the den and his wife's
outlook on life, he gets upset, in spite of his
own recent trystings. Rather than bring
their 17-year marriage to a halt, the couple
decides to indulge in its own, younger affairs.
Soon, mid-term vacation sets in, and
Adam wants to go to their snowbound
country cottage with Lindsay for two
weeks. Unfortunately, Karen is making
similar plans for herself and Pete.

Both couples wind up in the winter home
and spend the remainder of the film trying
to outspite and outpsych each other amidst
unexpected visits from their daughter
Casey, in search of sympathy, her errant
boy friend Paul, in search of forgiveness,
and Lindsay's father Steve, in search of
some answers.
The script, which tries to be trendy and
cute, succeeds at times: the professor lectures about the young girls in Shakespeare's
last plays who represent redemption; upon
Ms. Rutledge's arrival, Casey blurts out
"Who's the new recruit, Dad?"; and while
saying goodnight to everyone, Pete turns to
Lindsay and exclaims, "Wait, I can't kiss
you. We're not married."

The acting is superb. Shirley MacLaine
tops the list as the jilted professor's wife
who chooses to fight back rather than
mourn the prurience of her husband.
Michael Brandon, who played Pete, her
strong but sensitive lover, also gives a highquality performance during the film's most
dramatic moments.
"A Change of Seasons" is not an overpowering film, nor does it intend to be.
What could have been a heavy, messageladen film (along the lines of "Bob&Carol&
Ted&Alice" or, more recently, "Loving
Couples") is instead a light comedy that exposes enough honest human nature to
maintain its credibility. A refreshing
change!

CDCC remains uncertain of semester plans
by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor
Semester plans for the Central Dance and
Concert Committee are indefinite at present, according to CDCC Chairwoman
Peggie Pollock. The possibility of a concert
in Littlejohn Coliseum and of other activities depends on the success of the Jeff
Lorber Fusion concert Feb. 12.
The main problem facing CDCC is
money. CDCC lost money on the Sept. 26
Dixie Dregs/Mother's Finest Concert.

CDCC also sponsored several smaller
events such as beer gardens, the Lonnie
Brooks Blues Band concert and a new
wave dance. These events did not produce
large profits.
Most years, CDCC sponsors small concerts in Tillman Auditorium to raise funds
for larger concerts. However, because of
the remodeling of Tillman Hall CDCC does
not have that option.
Pollock said that the ballroom concerts
such as Jeff Lorber are not usually moneymaking ventures, though the committee

tries to break even. If the Jeff Lorber concert loses money, CDCC may be unable to
afford to sponsor future events.
These future plans may include another
concert in Littlejohn Coliseum. The committee is contacting promoters for such a
concert. If a promoter is found, CDCC will
then conduct surveys to determine students'
preferences for groups.
Another problem with scheduling a concert in Littlejohn is conflicts with basketball
and other events. There are only two dates
available for concerts according to Pollock.

One of these dates is at the end of February
and the other is at the end of March.
CDCC is planning to hold more dances
similar to the new wave dance last month at
the YMCA Barn. This dance was the first
event of its kind for the committee. Pollock
said that these dances will vary in types of
music.
Bengal Ball is sponsored by CDCC each
year. The annual beer party is still being
planned. The scheduled date is April 11.
Presently CDCC is having a contest for
t-shirt and cup design for this year's ball.
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Series continues

Idols appear
When Idols played at Edgar's last
December, the band surprised the standingroom-only crowd by playing all original
music. It was also the first time a dance area
was cleared in Edgar's.
Band organizer and guitarist/vocalist
Barry Marler said, "We try to keep everything as original as possible. Most of our
music has roots in the early to mid-60s. For
that reason, many people lump us into the
new wave movement, but we like to have
our compositions unique and interesting by
juxtaposing the various melodies."
The lead vocalist for Idols is Laura Littlefield, who has her master's in English.
Her alto is backed by bassist Geoff George,
a graduate student in electrical/computer
sciences who started as an abstract musical
artist. On percussion is Seneca native Tony
Young, who says that he began as a southern rocker.
Idols will appear in Edgar's Feb. 6 and 7
at 9 p.m. Admission is $1.

idols Dlav in Edgar's Friday and Saturday. The group consists of left to
right) Geoff George, Tony Young, Barry Marler and Laura Uttlefield.
(photo courtesy of Paul Cook)

THE GREAT
LATE SHOW

The Carl Ratcliff Dance Theater will perform in Daniel Auditorium on Feb. 12 at
8 p.m. The troupe of six will perform a
series of works, with emphasis on ballet and
some jazz.
The company was founded in Atlanta in
1969 by Carl Ratcliff and has since been
touring the Southeast performing the
original dances of this award-winning
choreographer.
Performing members of the troupe are
Virginia Barnett, Teena Watson, John
Adair, Susan Eldridge, Susan Lutz and
Dana Smith.
Admission to the show will be $2 at the
door or with a Performing Artists Series
season ticket. The doors will open at 7:30
p.m. for the 8 p.m. show.
Sponsored by the Cultural Committee of
the University Union, this is the fourth of
five programs in this year's series. The next
show is "The Belle of Amherst" on April 2.
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11:30 PM
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the remainder of our
fall and winter stock
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BARGAIN MATINEES

CLEMSON THEATRE

Starring,

(wear your togas)

EVENING SHOWS AT 7 & 9
SAT. &SUN. 3:30-5:15
ALL SEATS »1.50 til 5:30
NEXT: "MY BLOODY VALENTINE"
C0WINB SfiON: •■POPEYE"

.

1 OFF ADMISSION
TO THOSE WEARING TOGAS
KEXT: "DEEP THROAT II"
„ COMING SOON: -DR. STRANGELOVE"
fAND ANOTHER 3-D MOVIE

COLLEGE AVENUE

0jm

tiger ^*
sports shop

112 College Ave.
Pacific
Trail
Ski Jackets
Ski Vests
Ski Pants

Clemson

Wolverine &
Herman
Survival Boots
Insulated, Waterproof
and Other Models

FREE PAIR

Tennis Rackets

SOCKS

Reg. $48.00

$

29.95

With Purchase of
Any Pair of Shoes
at the Regular
Price

BROOK'S
Men's Casual Shoes
Irregulars

Dakota
Oceania

SALE

Hugger GT
Running Shoes for
Men and Ladies

$

37.95
On Sale

CASUAL ATTIRE • JEANS
ALL TYPES OF SHOES

113 College Ave.
All Nylon Jackets
and Windbreakers

Flannel Shirts

20% OFF

By Wrangler
And Other
Famous Brands

With This Coupon
Got An Additional

20% OFF

AMF
Head Master

Final Reduction
Before Spring and
Summer Stock Arrives!

We still have plenty of skirts, sweaters, pants,
dresses, and blazers left. Take advantage of this sale
MAIN STREET
while it lasts!
WALHALLA

654-1719

With This CouponGet An Additional

NOW

Open Mon.-Sat.
9:30-5:30
Fridays 'til 7 pm

10% OFF
Lady Leather
Raquette Tennis

Shoe
Blue Swoosh Stripe

1/3

OFF

Long Sleeve
Shirts
Levi and Other
Brands

24.95 50%
On Sale

Their Top
Running Shoe

Jeans

Hush Puppies
Shoes

Gate Dexter

ON SALE

$
30% OFF
Levi Jeans

10% OFF
On Any Pair Of Levi Jeans With
This Coupon

9.99

Levi
Sport Coat
Corduroy

30%

Levis
£

Sweaters and
Velour Shirts
By Lord Jeff

A Pair

By
Mr. Leggs

Large Selection of

QOAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OF

39.95 U5.00
On Sale

Ladies
Shoes

Sale Item Excluded

$

adidas ^
Marathon Trainer

Clemson 654-5427

f NEVER GOES OUT OF

Men's Shoes
Large
Selection

CLOSE OUT

50% OFF
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An Eighteen Hole Championship Coif Course
for

CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

north
S,alr l"'2W

George W. Cobb
Golf Course Architect
Jjihii R. LaKoy, Associate
Greenville . South Carolina

Hole Champ
400
1
200
2
3
420
405
4
410
5
590
6
360
7
195
8
475
9
3ut 3,455
10
435
410
11
520
12
200
13
14
420
420
15
520
16
200
17
18
435
In 3,560
Out 3,455
Total 7.015

Reg. Shorl Ladies Par
4
320
375 360
135 . 3
155
165
4
330
395 365
4
300
375 345
4
325
385 355
5
560 530 495
4
275
335 310
120
3
150
165
370
5
435 410
36
3,190 2,980 2,670
345 -4
395 375
4
385 355
320
5
490 470 435
130
3
170 155
4
340
395 365
330
4
390 365
5
495 465 435
120
3
170 150
4
410 380 350
3,300 3,080 2,805 36
3,190 2,980 2,670 36
6,490 6,060 5,475 72

/ / /■ £
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The proposed Clemson University golf course is currently in limbo as
delays and red tape continue. A lack
of private funds is hampering the
project, as well as the master plan.
The proposed course has a length of
7,015 yards from the longest tees, AS
seen in the above drawing, the current proposed site is between Highway 76 and Cherry Road, behind the
horticultural gardens.

Golf course construction is in the rough
by Cobb Oxford
sports editor
The proposed and often delayed Clemson
University golf course is a possibility, but it
is still a long way from becoming a reality.
The idea of a university golf course has
been present for a long time, but in the past
few years several steps have been taken to
make the dream a reality.
The proposed site encircles the horticultural gardens and is between Highway 76
and Cherry Road. George Cobb, a nationally known golf course architect from
Greenville, designed the course after
Charlie Fellers donated money for the
work.
The plan and the site are not problems in
the project. But there are enough snags to
delay the project for several more years.
Master plan
"We currently have a master planner, an
outside group, doing a complete study on
Clemson University," said Jim Strom, the
director of the Clemson University Foundation. "The golf course is included in the
study at the site that presently exists."
The master planner will make recommendations at the completion of the study, and
one of the recommendations could be that
the course be moved to another site. But according to Strom, moving the course is not
a good idea since "the plans on the current
site have already been made."
"The master plan is scheduled to be completed in January of 1982," Mark Wright,
assistant master planner said. "It will be
early in the summer before the university
determines which projects it will work on."

Need for the best
"If we ever build a course, it will have to
be the highest quality course in the state. If
it is any lower quality, then it is going to
reflect poorly on the state's agricultural
leader," Miller said.
Just the thought of the university owning
and operating a golf course is enough to get
the average golfer excited.
"I think that Clemson should have a golt
course, and I think that the university
would support it," Brantley said.
No state money
"I would like to see it go. I think that it
"We are currently looking for ways to
would be good for the students, faculty,
fund the course. Several different ways
staff and the entire community," Strom
have been suggested concerning the raising
said.
.
of funds. This project is not in the closet,
There is the distinct possibility of using
and we are leaving no stone unturned in the
the course for educational purposes as an
search," Strom said.
outdoor laboratory for horticulture and
"The building of the golf course should
recreation and park administration.
be done with outside funds, and every year
"We would still do basic research in a
we wait, the costs go up," said Herbert
plot area. But applied research could be
Brantley, head of the recreation and park
done on the course as we do with other
administration department.
courses around the state," Miller said. ' It
"Inflation is messing up the budget. I
would not be a big advantage since we have
fully agree with the decision that no state
several courses in the area, but it would save
money should be used to fund the course,"
us some time since the site is convenient."
said Landon Miller, associate professor of
"I think that it has the potential for
horticulture.
academics,"
Brantley said, "but it would
If Clemson is to have a course in the
not
be
easy
for
the course to be a lab. There
future, then private donations will have to
would be a limitation on how much rebe found because the current estimated
search could go on and how much the paprice of the course, complete with equiptron could tolerate.
ment and clubhouse, is nearly $2 million.
"There is the potential for RPA to man"In 1973, the course could have been
age the course if it is ever built, and we
built without the clubhouse and including
would be very much interested in the manall the equipment and irrigation system for
agement of the course," Brantley said.
$650,000," Miller said.
The estimated price of annual course
Plants to go?
maintenance hovers around $250,000, and
One of the proposed golf holes presents a
this price also continues to accelerate.

Wright mentioned a new chemistry building, parking for the new dorms and a performing arts center as possible "crisis"
items that will be considered with or before
the golf course.
However, there is one big difference between the golf course and the other projects
mentioned. No state money will be used to
build a golf course at Clemson, and this is
another snag in the progress.

problem for the forestry department. The
forestry arboretum is located where one of
the proposed fairways is to be built. (An
arboretum is an area that contains specimens of rare trees and plant life.) It would
have to be moved if the course is built, and
that could cost a great deal of money and
time.
"It would make a lot of sense t6 leave the
proposed course at its current site. It is
close to campus and accessible to the students," Wright said.
"There is nothing wrong with the land.
There is water on the property, and the
course is designed for bent grass greens,"
Miller said. Bent grass is the most popular
grass used for greens that receive a lot of
play. Cobb's design contains large greens
which are his trademark. Another of
Cobb's trademarks is a great amount of
water on the course.
"I think that it is a well designed course,
and Cobb handled the terrain very well. It is
a tight site with few extra acres," Brantley
said.
Fore, five, six
The wait will continue. A golf course has
been in Clemson's future for a long time,
and slowly but surely, the university is inching toward the facility. Few items have been
settled, and some problems will not be ironed out until actual construction of the
course takes place.
"All of the drawings are done. Currently, the course is simply in a state of limbo,"
Wright said.
And it will stay there, in its administrative purgatory, until the planning is
completed and the money is found.
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trailing the tiger by cindy powe/f

Lady Tigers clinch regular-season title
The Clemson women's basketball program has taken a big stride toward recognition as a national power this season by winning the Atlantic Coast Conference regular
season championship—the first such championship that any Clemson basketball team
has ever won.
And, it has the chance for even more success in the coming week, when it takes on
the 13th-ranked University of South
Carolina and second-ranked Old Dominion
and when it plays as the number one seeded
team in the ACC women's tournament.
"The girls realize that these games mean
a lot to our program," head coach Annie
Tribble said. "We could win some real big
games that would help recruiting, or we
could pick up some bad losses this week."

Clemson All-America forward Barbara Kennedy is prepared to lead the
Lady Tigers in a tough stretch of season-ending contests. South Carolina
visits on Saturday, second-ranked Old Dominion comes calling on Tuesday,
and next weekend the entire ACC comes to Littlejohn for the women's
tournament.

Road trips
The Lady Tigers went on the road last
week and returned to Clemson with two
wins and the ACC regular season crown.
On Saturday they overcame poor shooting in Louisville, Ky., to narrowly defeat
the University of Louisville, 78-74. Jenny
Lyerly was fouled with 12 seconds left in the
game and hit both ends of a one-and-one to
give the Lady Tigers the one-point win.
"We were lucky to win, they had the lead
most of the game," Tribble said. "We
weren't expecting them to be that tough."
The Lady Tigers traveled to Durham,
N.C., to take on Duke Monday night and
came away with a 67-54 victory and the
ACC championship. The game was close in
the first half, with Clemson leading by just
three points, 36-33, at the half. But the
Lady Tigers broke the game open in the second half, leading by as much as 17 points
before winning by 13.

• A 3-Day, First Class Weekend
on Hilton Head Island
$l/hi;
^ HIS IS NOT A JOKE. Sea Pines at Hilton Head Island, one
vftlSJ-ra 0f the finest resorts in America, will treat you to 3 days and 2
^CJL^jjy nights in a private, luxury villa near the beach for $65 per person.
* ©<© ^ ' And as additional inducements, we'll include two continental
breakfasts, a Saturday night cookout or buffet, free tennis and a day's bike
rental. All on us.
Why are we really doing this? Because the people who make these kinds of
company decisions either went to Clemson University or one of the other eight
colleges we've invited.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
ALUMNI IN HIGH PLACES
Mail to:

Sea Pines

AT HILTON HEAD
Reservations Dept.
Hilton Head Island,
SC 29928

n

Name.
Address.
City

State
Telephone.

Zip.

Gentlemen:
Here is my deposit for $25. Please arrange a 3-Day, First Class Weekend for
(no. of people)
(no. of bedrooms)
for the weekend of (give 1st and 2nd
choice)
Feb 13-15
Feb 20-22,
Feb 27-March 1.

L.

Rough week ahead
Saturday night at 7:30 the Lady Tigers
host USC's Lady Gamecocks to begin their
toughest week of the season. Clemson suffered an 86-67 setback to USC in Columbia
earlier this season.
"It's going to be a big game," Tribble
said. "Besides being a rivalry, it'll be very
important in determining who will represent
the state in the regionals." This year, there
will be no playoff to determine who will
represent South Carolina in the regional
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women tournament.
A big factor in the game will be the fact
that the Lady Gamecocks have never defeated Clemson in Littlejohn Coliseum.
The Lady Tigers take on two-time national champion Old Dominion on Tuesday
night. The Lady Monarchs are currently
ranked number two in the nation, with their,
only loss this year coming against number
one Louisiana Tech. Leading the Lady
Monarchs is 6-foot-8 sophomore center
Ann Donavan.
• "We suffered a big loss [112-58] to them
last year in Virginia," said Tribble. "This
time we hope to redeem ourselves. It'll be
the first time they've played in Littlejohn."
ACC tournament
Feb. 12 through 14 the Lady Tigers host
the ACC tournament in Littlejohn Coliseum. Clemson is seeded number one and
will probably play Wake Forest in the first
round Thursday afternoon.
see LADY TIGERS/page 23

Help Wanted

(Sea Pines at Hilton Head, Out of the Goodness of its Heart,
is Making this Unprecedented Offer to the Students
of Clemson University:)

r

Schmauch lead Clemson in scoring with a
career high of 17 points.

Or Call Toll Free 1-800-845-6131
1-800-922-7042 in s.c.
Clemson University^

The Tamassee DAR School for underprivileged
children needs two female students to work as
assistants to house-parents for teenage girls. The job
involves caring for the girls' needs from 8 p.m. to
8 a.m. each weeknight and supervising certain special
activities for them. Included with the pay is a private
room on the school's campus where the assistant
may live. Interested women should contact Jim
Williams at 944-1390 during working hours.

E5TABU5HED l%4ALL NEW INSIDE
STUDY HOURS ll-5
BUD-MICH-NATURAL
PITCHERS *2.2?
GLASS-kOt
MOLSOW
ST.PAULl GIRL

PIZZA
SANDWICHES
I INTERNATIONAL BARTENDERS
DELIVERY"""
65*t -5692
STILLTHE BIGGEST
MIRRORS IN TOWN
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Lady Tigers
from page 22

According to Tribble, Maryland and NC
State are the teams to beat in the tournament. "We've beaten them both once this
year, so we know we're capable," she said.
"The question is whether or not we can
beat them twice in one season."
Tribble said that the home court advantage will be an important aspect of the tournament for the Lady Tigers. "We play better at home: It's a psychological thing," she
said. "The more fans, the better you play."
She added that NC State plans to bring
cheerleaders and a pep band to the tournament.
"If we play with the intensity that we had
against Tennessee, we should win some
games next week," Tribble said. "We've
beaten some national powers this season,
which will help our recruiting. Clemson is
building a power team, and if we win the
ACC tournament, it will be another big step
forward."

Ranked?
Ironically, the Lady Tigers, with a season
record of 17-5, are not ranked this week,
though they beat both Louisville and Duke
and won the ACC championship. Clemson
was ranked 20th last week before playing
Louisville.
Auburn, a team Clemson beat, 68-59,
earlier this season, replaced Clemson in the
number-20 spot this week. Also ranked
from the ACC are Maryland, NC State and
Virginia. The Lady Cavalier team is the only one of the three that Clemson did not
defeat this year.
"I don't take much stock in the
rankings," Tribble said. "Sometimes I
think that the guy who compiles the poll has
something to do with who gets in."
The women's poll is compiled by Mel
Greenberg of the Philadelphia Inquirer and
is voted on by 50 women basketball coaches
from around the country.

Gymnasts host meet
The Clemson Gymnastics Club, both
men and women, will host the University of
Georgia Saturday at 7 p.m. in the multipurpose area of Fike Recreation Center.
The Clemson men's team lost by a
sizeable margin to North Carolina State
before bouncing back with a victory over
The Citadel. Bill Bethea led the Clemson effort by finishing second overall, with a total

of 26.9 points.
The women's squad lost to Western
Carolina, 97.2-96.4, in its first meet of the
spring semester. Ellen Richardson was first
all-around, with a total of 28.5.
The Clemson men's team is still a club
sport. The women's team is in its first
season of competition in AIAW Division
III.

12 Exp. Color Film
Developed and Printed
• Kodacolor
20 EXP. $3.79
• GAF
EXPIRES
(Foreign Film
• Fuji Not Included)
FEB. 28

24 exp $4.29
36 exp. $5.49

ijjxximmxanuimm

PRESENT COUPON WHEN \ A
FILM TURNED IN
}[)

Ruggers trip Cadets
The Clemson Rugby Club opened its
spring season in Charleston last weekend
with a double-header sweep over The Citadel. The "A" pounded out a 24-14 victory
over the Cadets, while the "B" side used
defense to outlast the other Citadel side,
7-4.
In the "A" game, The Citadel scored an
early try before Clemson came back to take
the lead on a Scott Brady try that was set up
by a Bobby Martin pass. Scott Brady made
the conversion to give the Clemson side a
6-4 advantage.
Brady added a try for Clemson, as did^
Frank Archibald and Brad Tomlinson, to

lead the "A" side in the rout.
In the "B" game, The Citadel grabbed
the initial lead, only to fall by the wayside in
the wake of a stifling Clemson defense. The
Killer "B"s, as the Clemson second side is
known, won the game in the final minutes
on a drop kick by veteran Jimmy Howard.
Buddy Force had the only Clemson try, on
a pass from Danny Faircloth. Paul Bluehose added the kick.
Saturday the Clemson club hosts sides
from Johnson City, Tenn., and Atlanta
beginning at 1 p.m. on the Clemson rugby
field.

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
No appointments taken—just walk in!
Rogers Plaza Highway 123, Clemson 654-1902

BEFORE NOON .

10% off
THINK ABOUT IT!
As long as people need
textiles, textiles will need people!
Find out about the
golden opportunities
available to
TEXTILE GRADUATES
Contact the Textile Dept.
161 Sirrine Hall

any fullservice cut
Mon.-Fri., 9 -12

FREE
EAR
PIERCING
with purchase

with this coupon

of earrings
with this coupon

~On7y"one coupon
per visit, please.

"Coupons good
through Feb. 12

TIGER DEN
123 BYPASS, CLEMSON
Free draft for the ladies every Thursday
from 1-6 p.m. or through 3 barrels of beer

12-oz. Busch - 50*
12-oz. Bud Draft - 50*
YOUR FORTUNE MAY LIE

L

AT THE END OF
THE TEXTILE RAINBOW

Longneck Natural
Bottles - 50*

■
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Jay Thomas not fenced in at Clemson
by Michael L. Puldy
staff writer
Fencing is a sport historically known for
its honor and grace. Practiced in Medieval
times as a promotion of kings and knights,
the art of fencing continues today as friendly, less harmful competition.
Jay Thomas, a junior, has been fencing
for seven years. A New Jersey native,
Thomas said he became a fencer "strictly
by chance." His junior high school fencing
club was having a demonstration, and he
was picked as the audience participant.
Since then, Thomas has been hooked.
He accelerated rapidly to the top of his
field, taking second place in the National
Fencing Tournament in Michigan his sophomore year in high school, only his second
year fencing.
Thomas' love for the art of fencing has
increased as well as his determination and

dedication to the sport. He trained in
Rutherford, N.Y., during the school week
for up to four hours a day. This led him to
the World Championship in Madrid, Spain,
during his senior year, where he was knocked out in the early rounds.
The following year, Thomas flew to Italy
where he participated in the Junior World
Championship, for fencers under 20. He
placed 18th in the world competition and
placed second among the U.S. fencers.
During his freshman and sophomore
years at Clemson, Thomas placed fifth in
the United States Fencing Championship.
This achievement made Thomas an AilAmerican for two consecutive years.
As one of nine starters on a 15-man fencing team, Thomas is proud of the team.
"There is tremendous spirit; everyone gets
behind each other," he said.
Moreover, he considers the sport a mental game. Flexibility and speed are also re-

quired. "You never see any big, muscular
guys fencing," Thomas said.
In fencing, there are three types of
weapons: the foil, the sabre and the epee.
Thomas uses the epee. During fencing
meets, there are 27 bouts, with each of the
nine starters participating in three duels.
There are no ties in fencing, and each bout
is scored as one win. It takes 14 wins to
carry a match, which enforces the idea of a
team effort.
Coached by Charles Poteat, the team is
led by Charles Vecchione, captain of the
foil team and the overall team, and by Mark
Wasserman, captain of the sabre team and
who only lost once last season and traveled
to Europe for an international fencing
championship.
The fencing team practices up to five
days a week, with practices increasing as the
meets come closer. The Tigers compete with
teams from all over the country, with a

special emphasis on teams in the North and
the West.
Although most ACC schools do not have
fencing as a varsity sport, such schools as
NC State, Duke, and Virginia still encourage the sport, either as a varsity sport or
through fencing clubs. This eliminates the
past idea of an ACC tournament, which
Thomas said "would be nice to have
back." However, the team is still looking
forward to the NCAA tournament later this
season. ,
On Feb. 7, Clemson hosts its only home
meet of the season.
A sport which is virtually unknown in the
South is of great interest to those of international culture. Few Americans do well in
fencing, and the sport is more advanced in
Europe, but fencers like Jay Thomas encourage the sport in the United States as
both a challenge and a form of art.

Schedule

Intramural
note

Feb 7 Women's Basketball vs. South
Carolina, HOME at 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling vs. North Carolina,
HOME
Swimming vs. South Carolina,
HOME at noon
8 Men's Basketball vs. South Carolina, HOME at 8 p.m.
Wrestling at UT-Chattanooga
9 Wrestling at Tennessee
10 Women's Basketball vs. Old Dominion, HOME at 7:30 p.m.

The intramural department will begin
registering entries for five events beginning
Monday, Feb. 9.
These sports are handball singles, handball mixed doubles, water polo, badminton
singles and soccer.
Any students interested in participating
in these events should contact the intramural department, room 251, Fike
Recreation Center or call the intramural office at 656-2116.

ACC Women' Basketball
Tourney Feb. 12-14
Little John
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THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEB. 6 & 7

NEXT THURS., FRI. & SAT.
FEB. 12-14

GOOD TOP-FORTY
ROCK 'N' ROLL

WHEELS

HAPPY HOUR: 7-8

(MIXED DRINKS 750,
BEER 400, DRAFT 20<p)

(THE BAND THAT PLAYED WITH NANTUCKET
AND CAME OUT DAZZLING)

PRESENT THIS AD WITH YOUR C.U. ID
AND GET IN FOR ONLY s7.00/

ALL RIGHT, GUYS!
HERE'S WHAT YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR—
WED., FEB. 11

ENERGETIC TOP-FORTY ROCK
HAPPY HOUR FROM 7-8 FRI. & SAT.

COASTER r
1
oT^
0v.v£* STARTS AFTER «o»*
"«£*
OUR LADIES' HOURS (7-9)

STARTING TIME: 9 P.M.

FABULOUS FANNY'S
LADIES' MUD-WRESTLING
REVUE
GIRLS ALLOWED IN ALSO

BRAZEN

■10 p.m.
MICHELOB
45*
& MICH LIGHT

RETURNING WED., FEB. 25
FOR LADIES ONLY

THE PETER ADONIS
TRAVELING FANTASY
SHOW
STARTS: 7:30
MEN ADMITTED AFTER SHOW

